


Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-C919

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-C919
PRO20Series, are the cockpit posters provided by our team, which have 
modernized designs and high fidelity to reality. The name PRO20 
represents our plan to complete the whole product series by 2020. We 
carefully attend to every detail for high resolution simulation to actual 
aircraft configuration.

Exact instrumentation layout | Full color and realistic shadows | Accurate 
word instructions | Rich cockpit details

We are doing our best to assure you a fantastic experience！

New！

Please feel free to contact us!



Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-B737-800

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-B737-800
The second member of our PRO20Series is 737-800, a Boeing aircraft 
released 20 years ago. With the support of our customer, we finished the 
product in a D-Level Full Flight Simulator, allowing for meticulous 
measurement of details. The intricate cockpit design of 737 marks its 
unparalleled beauty.

Exact instrumentation layout | Full color and realistic shadows | Accurate 
word instructions | Rich cockpit details

We are doing our best to assure you a fantastic experience！

New！

Please feel free to contact us!



Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series to be released!

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-ARJ21-700

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-B777
B777-300|B777-8

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-B787

Cockpit Poster-PRO20Series-B747
（B747-400|B747-8）

Currently, we are preparing these posters:



Our Customers

In the past year, we are so honored to provide products for individuals from these companies：

In the past year, we are so honored to provide products for these companies：

Our products have also been chosen by a theatrical group for shooting purpose! 

Shandong Airlines China Southern Hainan Airlines Air China Chunqiu Airlines China Eastern Sichuan Airlines SF Airlines

Shenzhen Airlines Shanghai AirlinesXiamen Airlines 9 Air China ExpressOkair China Post China Airlines

We currently provide products for offices in airports, air 

traffic control departments and training centers as well. 

We really appreciate their trusts and supports!



Livery-MX-Series

Livery-MX-Series is our newly released livery poster which can be used for decoration and collection. We can provide a rich type of 

airplanes and their liveries. A livery could be traditional one or novel one, fully customizable. The size of this poster is 60*20 cm



Livery-MX-Series

Some of our products




